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Welcome to the summer/autumn edition of
our Academies Newsletter
Message from our editor: Giles Kerkham
We are at the end of a second academic year of unprecedented challenges to
education from COVID-19. Financial systems have, in the main, shown their resilience
and effectiveness throughout the period.
One constant is change in ESFA regulation for academy trusts, as they re-issue their
financial guidance to academies annually. This year, there’s been a proliferation of
guidance documents, so our newsletter picks out the changes most likely to affect the
financial statements that you’ll approve this autumn, as well as the key new governance
and financial rules.
At Larking Gowen, we’re delighted to have joined PrimeGlobal this year - a national
and international association of independent accounting firms, which includes a
group of experienced and proactive academy auditors. We’re grateful to PrimeGlobal
colleagues, Adam Croney and Robin Evans, for their newsletter contributions on
internal scrutiny and on growing academy trusts.

Giles Kerkham
Director, Larking Gowen
giles.kerkham@larking-gowen.co.uk
01603 624181
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Academy accounts - what’s changed?

The Academy Accounts Direction (AAD 2021) sets out
rules and guidance for academy trust financial statements
with accounting periods ending on 31 August 2021. A
Supplementary Bulletin covers COVID-19 matters.
The model accounts (“Coketown”) have been split off into
a separate document. A separate framework and guide for
auditors and reporting accountants has also been produced.

AAD 2021 and Coketown
ESFA gives its feedback to the sector on compliance with the Direction. It criticises
the inappropriate use of example text from Coketown without amendment – i.e. as
“boilerplate.” Trusts are encouraged to modify Coketown text where appropriate to
reflect circumstances.
Whilst COVID-19 matters will appear in many of the same sections in the annual
report as in 2019/20, additional or different disclosures may be required to reflect
the challenges in 2020/21. The following recommendations are new for 2021:

In the governance statement
Consider the effect of COVID-19 on governance arrangements during the year
and so ensure the governance statement accurately reflects the suitability and
effectiveness of the risk and control framework.
Accounting officers must reflect where they have acted to support suppliers during
the pandemic in their value for money review in the governance statement. They
should also explain any situations where COVID-19 has adversely impacted on value
for money.
Mandatory disclosures are often missing from the governance statement.

In all sections of the annual report

In the trustees’ report
In the financial review section
of the trustees’ report, trustees
should explain here how
COVID-19 has impacted on the
financial performance of the trust
(including, but not limited to, any
impact on the academy trust’s
reserves policy, level of reserves
and any change to funds set
aside for future commitments).
Academy trusts should explain
how any extra COVID-19 funding
received has been deployed.
In the financial review, there’s
a shift, from performance
and position narrative based
on general reserves, to SOFA
and balance sheet analysis.
The financial review will need
careful consideration to keep it
meaningful.
The reserves policy will also need
to cover extended requirements.
Trusts should explain any
uncertainties as to their financial
sustainability and going concern,
and should state the steps
being taken to address these
uncertainties. This is also relevant
to any non-educational activities
e.g. trading activities carried out
via a subsidiary company. The
accounting policies note should
provide more information on the
going concern assessment.

Academy trusts will want to consider the full range of impacts of COVID-19 on the
trust, both positive and negative.
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Academy accounts – what’s changed? continued...

Accounts notes
Income classification and
disclosure
There’s useful clarification of which
income sources fit under each of the
headings in the income notes. This
should result in closer alignment to
the Annual Accounts Return. Prior
period restatement may be needed.
Where a trust received funding from
Catch-up premium or Coronavirus
Job Retention Scheme, regardless of
materiality it must separately disclose
the amounts received within note 4
(Funding for the trust’s educational
operations).
There’s no need to separately
disclose other COVID-19 funding
streams unless they are material. Any
unfunded exceptional or COVID-19
related costs don’t need to be
separately disclosed unless they
are part of a material expenditure
heading. However, such costs may be
disclosed where it may be helpful to
readers.

Staff costs disclosure
For an “off-payroll” arrangement with
someone who is not an employee, e.g.
an Accounting Officer (AO) or Chief
Financial Officer (CFO), the payment
must also be included in this note as if
they were an employee. The prior year
figure should also be reported and
restated if necessary. This applies to the
higher paid employee £10k bandings
and the key management personnel
remuneration disclosures.

Long-term commitments
Commitments such as those from PFI
contracts may require disclosure as
long-term financial commitments. A
trust may have contracted with the local
authority (the main PFI contract holder)
through contributions such as facilities
maintenance. The costs will be accounted
for when incurred, but the long-term
commitment should be disclosed.

The above disclosures and groupings
of COVID-19 funding must be
replicated in the funds reconciliation
note.

Rent concessions
Following an amendment to FRS 102
first applying to 2020/21 academy
trust accounts, trusts should recognise
changes in operating lease payments
due to COVID-19 on a systematic
basis over the periods that the change
in lease payments are intended to
compensate.

Jo Fox
Director, Larking Gowen
jo.fox@larking-gowen.co.uk
01603 723682

Accounting for
laptops and other
devices
Academy trusts may have
received laptops and other
devices via various schemes to
support disadvantaged children
to access remote learning.
The accounting treatment will
depend on the terms of the
scheme.
First, determine whether the
trust is acting as agent or
principal. When acting as an
agent, a trust has no discretion
about the use to which the
laptops received are put. As
principal, however, the trust will
have allocation discretion.
If acting as agent, make
disclosures similar in form to
bursary fund disclosures. If
acting as principal, determine
whether the laptops are lent
or donated to the recipient.
If lent, consider whether the
trust has the risks and rewards
of ownership and is subject to
capitalisation policies, classify
as a fixed asset and depreciate.
For devices given away by the
trust, the donation is recognised
as an expense out of stock. It
shouldn’t be difficult to source
fair values of items – trusts
should be able to justify the
rationale and values used.
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Growing an academy trust:
Giving your trust the best chance of success

Increasing numbers of schools are considering joining academy trusts, and existing trusts are merging. To achieve successful
growth, your trust will need to have good systems and processes in place, says Adam Croney of Thomas Westcott Chartered
Accountants.
The Department for Education has set out its vision for creating “families of schools”, which means all local authority
maintained schools becoming part of an academy trust. The Government has pointed to a number of benefits, including
the cost savings and greater efficiencies schools can achieve when they pool resources for central services, such as estate
management functions.
As a Trustee of Westcountry Schools Trust, which includes primary and secondary schools across Devon, I’ve seen first-hand
the benefits that this collaboration brings. However, as a Partner at a large regional accountancy firm with a growing number
of academy trust clients, I am also aware of some of the challenges academy trusts can face when seeking to expand by
acquiring new members.
As more schools plan to join academy trusts, we will inevitably see increasing competition in the sector. What will academy
trusts need to do to give themselves the best chance of success as they expand?

The role of Regional School Commissioners
The Government has delegated a number of responsibilities to Regional School Commissioners (RSC), including approving
schools’ applications to join academy trusts. Therefore, if you have ambitions to expand by acquiring a new school, it’s
important to know what the RSC is looking for. As competition among trusts increases, it will be crucial to make any changes to
systems and processes to ensure they’re aligned with the RSC’s aims and objectives.
The key areas of focus for academy trusts are outlined on pages 22 to 24 of the Department for Education’s document Building
Strong Academy Trusts. These range from having a “clear vision for its pupils and community of schools” to maintaining a
“great record of pupil attainment and progress.”
I will focus on two, which are especially pertinent to our specialist offering at PrimeGlobal firms. These relate to an academy
trust’s governance and financial systems.
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Growing an academy trust:
Giving your trust the best chance of success continued...

Strong governance structure

Sustainable finances

The RSC expects an academy trust to have “a strong
governance structure that can effectively adapt to the
challenges of bringing in a new school.” That means it will
look for good leadership and rigorous processes.

Before agreeing to a new acquisition, the RSC needs to
feel confident in the trust’s financial position. Specifically, it
will consider whether the trust has a “sustainable financial
structure.”

At a practical level, an academy trust should focus on having
standardised processes in place for day-to-day operations.
It will also involve adopting good, consistent processes
across all areas of running the school, including teaching,
learning and assessment, finance, IT and estates.
Reviewing (and, where necessary, improving) systems and
processes is not only important for showing the RSC that
the academy trust is well run. It will also be crucial for due
diligence ahead of acquiring a school – ensuring that there
is a strong foundation for what good looks like, which will
then support the onboarding of a new school.

The RSC will look at whether an academy trust has schools in
a negative reserve position. In addition, it will assess whether
student numbers are sustainable and ensure the school has
the right staffing model with the correct balance of full-time,
part-time and support staff.

Adam Croney
Partner, Thomas Westcott
Chartered Accountants

The importance of an internal
audit
Preparing to acquire a new school will take significant
senior resource and, as such, it’s crucial that the
existing processes and controls in place are designed
correctly and operating effectively.
The best way to ensure you cover all areas is to carry
out an internal audit. This should focus on much more
than just your finances. A thorough internal audit
will examine all your processes across teaching and
learning, IT, estates and more. It will also cover your
governance structure and your risk management
processes – this can include your due diligence
processes.

adam.croney@
thomaswestcott.co.uk
01752 666601

Robin Evans explores internal scrutiny further in the next
article.

Commissioning an audit from external specialists
will provide you with a full picture of how the trust
is faring as well as identifying opportunities for
improvements. This could prove vital in helping you
design your due diligence processes ahead of your
expansion.
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Internal scrutiny for academy trusts

In recent years the academy sector has seen a significant increase in emphasis on
internal audit, as internal scrutiny was formerly termed. Indeed, internal scrutiny
is now considered to be at least as important as external audit in discharging
the required level of governance and oversight required of trusts. This can be
evidenced by the change in the level of reporting to the ESFA on this area.

Increased ESFA focus
The delivery of this work is also now
subject to a higher profile. In their
August 2019 annual accounts, trusts
were required to describe who delivered
internal scrutiny, how they did so and
whether any significant matters arose
from the work. From August 2020 all
trusts have been required to deliver a
copy of their annual internal scrutiny
report, as provided by their internal
scrutineer, to the ESFA along with their
annual accounts. Copies of individual
reports provided throughout the year
may also be requested by the ESFA.
So, the “stick” element for trusts arises
from the ESFA’s increased focus on the
process. But how about the carrot? It’s
all about risk management and good
governance rather than just ticking a
box.

What does good
internal scrutiny look
like?
The starting point for a good internal
scrutiny process should be the audit
and risk committee and their risk
register. What are the high probability,
high impact items on the register and
what’s being done to mitigate them? A
good internal scrutiny process will make
these areas a priority.
As a starting point it will understand
the potential issue and assess whether
the documented processes and controls
are really effective. If not, the scrutineer
will make practical and effective
recommendations to improve the
existing systems.

Robin Evans
Partner, Carpenter Box

The heart of the
process
If the assessment is a positive
one, then it’s time for the
scrutineer to get their hands
dirty and test whether the theory
of the documented systems and
controls is being observed in
practice.
For core systems such as
procurement and payroll a
sample of transactions will be
“walked through” the system
to confirm that all is operating
as it should. Is there evidence
of appropriate approval of
payments, have control accounts
been reconciled in a timely
manner and is there adequate
segregation of duties?
For other processes, the
evidence may come from board
minutes or correspondence with
third parties. For example, where
the accounting records reveal
a large capital purchase, does
this exceed the limits requiring a
formal tender or board approval,
and if so, can we see that this
has taken place in the right way?

robin.evans@
carpenterbox.com
01903 234094
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Internal scrutiny for academy trusts continued...

The cycle of risk
management
The focus of the audit and risk
committee can then return to the risk
register, to update it for the findings that
have been made – certain risks may see
their rating increase where mitigation
has been found to not be as effective
as believed; external events may have
caused a re-evaluation of risks; others
may have seen a reduction in their
ratings, allowing the focus of the internal
scrutineer to be directed elsewhere.
The only constant, of course, is
change itself, but the continuous
risk management process should
hopefully see continuous improvements
in processes and controls leading
to reduced exposure to financial or
reputational loss, and a more robust
oversight by those charged with
governance.

Response to findings

Non-financial matters

The internal scrutineer’s work is a key
part of the risk management process,
but ultimate ownership of the process
sits with the board of trustees.

The ESFA’s good practice guide
includes areas that may fall outside
the expertise of your scrutineer, such
as disaster recovery. However, an
opinion can still be formed on the
adequacy of these areas, even if only
at a simple level. Are policies and
plans in place for these areas? Are they
regularly reviewed and updated? Are
they referred to in board minutes, and
hence are live documents, or are they
just in place to tick a box?

The audit and risk committee will
receive a regular report with findings
and likely a list of effective and
practical recommendations for their
attention.
Regular dialogue with the trust
senior management and the internal
scrutineer should achieve a resolution to
any matters raised in the report and the
desired outcome is that, where possible,
all recommendations have been
addressed, or at least are in progress, at
the time of the next visit.

The internal scrutiny process is a key part
to delivering this cycle of improvement.

Robin Evans is a partner at Carpenter Box Chartered Accountants, providers
of internal scrutiny services to both single and multi-academy trusts.
Larking Gowen also delivers internal audit services to academy trusts.

The only constant,
of course, is
change itself, but
the continuous
risk management
process should
hopefully see
continuous
improvements”

Business Insights Chat
Ian Fitch chats to business leaders from throughout
Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex, including Nick Pearson, CEO
of parkrun

Tourism Business Chat

Click here
to listen

Chris Scargill chats to leaders working in the sector,
including the Cushing brothers, managers at Thursford
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Auditor Framework and Guide – themes
ESFA’s new Auditor Framework and Guide describes themes coming from ESFA’s sector reviews.

Themes from assurance reviews
The percentage of qualified financial statements for the 2018 to 2019 year was 0.7% (2017 to 2018: 1.2%). The main reasons for
the qualified opinions were the accounting treatment of land and buildings, land and buildings valuations and LGPS actuarial
valuations.
Common themes from ESFA’s analysis were:
•
Management accounts not shared with the board with sufficient frequency, and/or being of poor quality
•
Board approvals not obtained where necessary and concerns over maintenance of risk registers
•
ESFA deadlines not met
•
Concern about the issues discovered by internal scrutiny
•
Concerns over the robustness of internal scrutiny processes
•
Weak internal controls, including no independent checks
ESFA investigation reports highlighted irregularity and impropriety including:
•
Use of public funds for personal benefit
•
Lack of appropriate authorisation for expenditure, including failure to obtain ESFA approval where appropriate
•
Inappropriate authorisation, Chair of Governors and/or the Accounting Officer acting beyond powers to authorise
contracts/payments
•
Irregular expenditure which includes:
1. Any excessive gifts including those purchased from unrestricted funds
2. Alcohol purchased from trust funds bought for consumption outside of religious service

Common issues from ESFA’s related party transaction approval and
review process
Particular issues noted by ESFA regarding transactions submitted for approval were failure to:
•
Follow the trust’s own procurement policy in relation to related party transactions
•
Report related party transactions to ESFA before the contract start date
•
Maintain sufficient records to demonstrate accountability and transparency in agreeing related party transactions

If you have any concerns in these areas, you should discuss them with your auditor at the earliest opportunity so they can
draw on their experience to help you reach the best outcome.
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Academy Trust Handbook 2021 – changes
The Academy Trust Handbook (ATH) – previously the Academies Financial Handbook – is updated
each year with effect from 1 September. Academy trusts must comply with the ATH as a condition
of their funding agreement.

The changes to the ATH that apply from 1 September 2021 have a pronounced governance theme. ATH 2021 has a wider
scope than previous Academies Financial Handbooks, describing trusts’ responsibilities in a wider range of areas, including
safeguarding, health and safety, and estates management.
We’ve summarised the main new requirements for easy review:

Summary

Comment

Disclosures and governance
Scheme of delegation

This should be reviewed annually, and “immediately”
when there has been a change in trust management or
organisational structure. This adds to the existing requirement
to approve a written scheme of delegation.

Website disclosure of employees whose benefits exceed
£100k

The requirement was introduced in 2020. However, employers’
pension benefits will now be included, so the disclosure differs
from the high pay bandings in the financial statements.
Off-payroll arrangements must be included where payment
exceeds £100k.

Governance documents for public inspection

Agendas, minutes and meeting papers for every meeting of
trustees/LGBs/committees must be made available for public
inspection. Exclusions for material relating to named staff/
students and confidential matters.

Internal scrutiny
The chair of the audit and risk committee should not be the
same person as the chair of the finance committee

N/A where these committees are not separate.

Internal scrutiny must not be carried out by a member of the
senior leadership team

Adds to prohibitions for Accounting Officer, Chief Finance
Officer and other members of the finance team.

Accounts and audit

Trusts should retender for their external audit service at least
every 5 years

Remember also that audit committees must “produce an
annual report of the committee’s conclusions to advise the
board of trustees and members, including recommendations
on the reappointment or dismissal or retendering of the
external auditor, and their remuneration.”
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Academy Trust Handbook 2021 – changes continued...

Summary

Comment

Delegated authorities
Trusts must obtain prior approval for staff severance
payments that include a non-statutory/non-contractual
element and that exceed £100k, or where the employee
earns over £150k

Adds to the requirement for prior permission for severance
payments including non-statutory/non-contractual element of
£50k or more.

Cybercrime

Processes regarding cybercrime

Trusts must be aware of the risk of cybercrime, put in place
proportionate controls and take appropriate action where a
cyber security incident has occurred.
Trusts must obtain permission from ESFA to pay any cyber
ransom demands.

Roles and responsibilities

Information on suitability checks for existing and future
members

Trusts should have reserved places for parents/carers in their
governance structure

Trusts must ensure that their members are not currently
subject to a prohibiting direction under s128 of the Education
and Skills Act 2008, and that they don’t appoint such a person
as a member. (School staff can download from the DfE a
list of all the people with a section 128 direction and check
against them.)
Articles of Association will specify:
•
Single academy trusts: at least 2 trustees
•
Multi-academy trusts: at least 2 trustees or 2 on each LGB
From 1 March 2022 any newly appointed CEO can only be a
trustee if the members decide to appoint them as such, the
CEO agrees and the trust’s articles permit it.

Appointing a senior executive leader as a trustee

Emphasise the value of external reviews of governance

As before, there’s a strong DfE preference for no other
employees to serve as trustees, nor for trustees to occupy
staff establishment roles on an unpaid voluntary basis.
“Can be a more powerful diagnostic tool than a selfevaluation.” This is particularly important before a significant
change (e.g. trust growth). Strong DfE preference that these
are conducted routinely.

Trust to liaise with the Regional Schools Commissioner when
a CEO is planning to leave
Finally, be aware of a new entry in the Academy Accounts Direction 2021 on leases. Trusts should, as before, pay close
attention to lease classification. They should be particularly aware of the possibility of embedded leases being present as part
of larger contracts, such as catering contracts. Trusts should be consulting their auditors before entering any arrangement they
suspect contains an embedded lease.
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Deadlines

Here’s a reminder of the deadlines for submission of financial returns to ESFA in 2021/22:

Form

Go live date

Land and buildings
collection tool

5 October 2021

Financial statements

N/A

31 December 2021

Accounts return

4 November 2021

25 January 2022

Budget forecast return
outturn (BFRO)

12 April 2022

17 May 2022

21 June 2022

26 July 2022

Budget forecast return 3-year
(BFR3Y)

Submission deadline
Offices

Clients

9 November 2021

The BFRO has been reinstated for 2022, having been suspended for the previous two years due to the pandemic.

Giles Kerkham
Director, Larking Gowen
giles.kerkham@larking-gowen.co.uk
01603 624181
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Committed to you.

About us
Larking Gowen is a long-standing firm first established in East Anglia over 130 years ago. We are a
major regional independent partnership and one of the UK’s top 40 accountancy firms.
We are a progressive organisation built on traditional values focused around people and client service.
As a regional firm, we are proud of the contribution we make to the local community through a variety
of initiatives.
Larking Gowen LLP is an Independent Member Firm of PrimeGlobal, a worldwide association of
independent accounting firms.

25

Partners

350
Staff

6

Offices

6500
Clients

Trusted business advisors with a friendly one-to-one service
Our chartered accountants and specialist teams have years
of knowledge and experience
Comprehensive accountancy and advisory service
At Larking Gowen, we are here for the long term. Whether you
are a large organisation or an individual, we take the time to
get to know our clients, their business and their goals.
We forge long-term relationships often through generations of
families, so we will deliver timely advice at every stage of your
financial journey.
We’ll work with you as your business grows, helping you make
the right decisions along the way.

Ideally placed to help businesses across:
• Norfolk
• Suffolk
• Essex

Our values are about service and commitment, both to our
clients and our people. We build strong, dedicated teams that
share knowledge and expertise for the benefit of all our clients,
delivering a friendly one-to-one service you can count on.
Whatever your financial needs, Larking Gowen is committed to
securing your future and helping you reach your goals.
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The PrimeGlobal Difference
www.primeglobal.net

288

2.93+

BILLION

90

Firms

Revenue

NORTH
AMERICA
• Aruba
• Belize
• Canada
• Caribbean Netherlands
• Cayman Islands
• Dominica
• Netherlands Antilles
• United States

Countries

2,159
Partners

@PrimeGlobalAcct
@PrimeGlobalAcct

@PrimeGlobal
@PrimeGlobal

An Association of
Independent Accounting Firms

LATIN AMERICA

ASIA PACIFIC

• Argentina
• Brazil
• Chile
• Colombia
• Costa Rica
• Dominican
Republic
• Ecuador
• El Salvador

• Australia
• Bangladesh
• China
• Hong Kong
• India
• Indonesia
• Japan
• Malaysia
• Myanmar

• Guatemala
• Honduras
• Mexico
• Nicaragua
• Panama
• Peru
• Puerto Rico
• Uruguay
• Venezuela

• New Zealand
• Pakistan
• Philippines
• Singapore
• South Korea
• Taiwan
• Thailand
• Vietnam

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
BRITISH ISLES
UKI

• Great Britain
• Ireland

NORTHERN & SOUTHERN EUROPE
Benelux
Central Europe
• Belgium
• Croatia
• Luxembourg
• Czech
• Netherlands
Republic
France Subregion • Georgia
• France
• Hungary
G.A.S.L.
• Poland
• Austria
• Romania
• Germany
• Russia
• Switzerland
• Slovakia
• Ukraine

• Channel Islands

Southern Europe
• Cyprus
• Gibraltar
• Greece
• Israel
• Italy
• Malta
• Portugal
• Spain
• Turkey

Nordic Baltic
• Estonia
• Denmark
• Finland
• Norway
• Sweden

MIDDLE EAST &
NORTHERN AFRICA
MENA
• Egypt
• Qatar
• Jordan
• Tunisia
• Kuwait
• Saudi Arabia
• Lebanon
• United Arab
• Morocco
Emirates
• Palestine
• Yemen
AFRICA
Sub Sahara
• Ghana
• Kenya
• Mauritius
• Namibia

• Niger
• Nigeria
• Somalia
• South Africa

Committed
to you.
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This document is designed for the information of readers. Whilst every effort is made to ensure accuracy, information contained in this document may not
be comprehensive and recipients should not act upon it without seeking professional advice. We will process your personal data for business and marketing
activities fairly and in accordance with professional standards and the Data Protection Act 2018. If you do not wish to receive any marketing literature from
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